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tich on the time dependence of magnetization
pro~ has been ktid to the nanosecond time scale
because magnetic field P- with a durationof piwsec-
onds codd not be made [1]. However,the pkd electron
beams of N 103A accelerated @ 50 GeV at the Stanford
hnear accelerator can be squeezed through a focus of w
1 pmz cross section generating a utique magnetic field
pk in the laboratory fiarne [2]. The magnetic field
ph combines short duration with strength that can
reach the Megagauss range on approaching the surface
of the beam.

We show here that this magnetic field P* writ- a

magnetic pattern into thin-ti magnetic rewrting me
dia. The pattern can be read long after the beam has
passed. Hence a wdth of new magnetic studies is p-
sible combining the current densitim of 1015A/m2 pr~
duced by electron accelerators with the recent advancm
in fabricating thin magnetic structur=, and in imaging
the magnetic patterns with unprecedented spatird re
lution. The fa~iliar rotation model assumes that the
magnetization M prec~ ss a whole around the mag-
netic field. We show that this mod:l can d=cribe the
reversal as weU as the rotation of ~ into the field di-
rection induced by the beam field HB in thin magnetic
ti. A single magrietic geld puk of 6 ps duration is
sticient b reverse V if HB is apphed perpendicdarly.
We find a spread of the reversal transition over an area
having widely varying strengths of HB. Such fluctuations
are Uely to be relevant to the st~ unsolved problem of
magnetization reversal in simple unisxird systems [3].

HB can readily penetrate into the metallic films be
cause the latter are in t hickn- l= than 1/1 O of the
clasaicd skin depth for a rise time of 10-12 s. Yet the

~electric field of the beam is screened on the femtosecond
~time scale and wi~ be neglected.

At the final focus tat beam (FFTB) facility of the
Stanford Linear Accelerator, the electron beam density
distribution n[z, y, z) can be approximated by a Gaussian
in three coordinates, where a= = 3.5 pm, av = 0.2pm,
u== 0.9 mm, and z is the beam direction. The history
plot of the beam flux shows that the total number of
electrom was N = ~ ~ ~ n(z, U, z)~z d~dz = 6109 during
the pr-nt experiment.

In- the n:ar-field region of inter-t here, the mag-
netic field HB (z, y) is cdcdated from the current density
j(z, y, t) = n(z, y, t) - e. c using Amp+re’s law, where e is
the elementary charge, c the speed of light, and the time
ist= -z/c. The maximum instantaneous field strength
occurs at t = O. In the discussion, we assume for simplici-
ty a square field pk of duration r = 2uZ/c = (6+1) pa
and maximum field amplitude [4].

In the first set of experiments, ~28Pt72 alloy fdms
with perpendicular remanent magnetization were used,
Th= materiak have been deverope{for thermomagnetic
writing in magne~optic storage disks [5,6]. The partic-

dar structure we examine in the fotiowing consists of
a l~nm-thick polycrysttine b28Pt72 doy fdm which
was wevaporated at 220 ‘C onto a 2@nm-thick fcc (111)

Pt seed layer on a fused sfica platelet of 500 pm thickness
and capped with 2 b Pt against wrrosion. It showed
an almost perfectly square hystermia with a measured
perpendicdar remanence of 99.5% at room temperature.
The premagnetized sampl= were mounted on an open
rectangtiar holder, which was then translated by a skp
ping motor wross the focus in the FFTB facfity. Each
sample was exposed h either one or two dectron pub
impinging along the surface normal. After exposure,
the entire rectangdar structure was withdrawn from the
beam -d recovered many weeks later for microscopic
inspection.

A wid-field Kerr microswpe has been used for imag-
ing the written magnetic structur-. The microscope wss
set up ti be sensitive to the polar magne~optic Kerr ef-
fect Ming white hght for ~umination [7]. Fig. 1 shows
the location of impact of a single electron ph. Four dif-
ferent regions can be distinguished. A: The outir region
where the magnetization M- is unchanged (the graded
contrast k an artifact due h inhomogeneous tilumina-
tion). B: The ‘eMptic” region where M- has switched
h M+. C: The bar-hke region with a sharp boundary
where M+ is again invertid. D: The center with a sm~
rim. The tine scan in Fig. 1 taken along the Y* at
z = O shows the spatial extent of the various regions. In _
region D, the material has evaporated and melted and
there is no more magnetization. In C, the material wss

heated to temperatures T > Tc, where Tc z 300 “C is --
the Curie point. Upon tooting in the &polar field of the
surrounding magnetized material, a reversed domain is
formed corresponding b a thermomagnetic writing pr~
cm. However, the Kerr signal change in the transition
B+c b srn~er than in A+B. Tti indicate that some

perpendicdar remanence wss lost, probably due to over-
heating. The extension of region C up to z ~ 20 pm
cannot be due to heat diffusing from the main focus, as
Musion would generate a shape r~mbling a circle at
th- distances. There has b be some additiond source
of heat, generated for example by a slower-than-G awian
fdoff of the beam density at large distances from the f-
CUS. Such halos at or even below the l% intensity level
are sufficient to account for the heating of region C.

&gions C and D are formed by the interaction of the
high-energy electron beams. The energy density initially
generakd in material of density p by a beam puk of
cross section s is q = (Ncp)/s, where c = 3.5 x 10-13
(Joule cm2)/g.electron). With Pt, q is 20 time the heat
of vaporization. Yet the energy propagating into the ma-
terial from the focus is reduced by energy 10SSdue to the
emission of bremtrahlung, t hermd radiation, secondary
electrons, evaporation of atoms, and heat conduction into
the substrate in which on+tenth of the initial energy is
deposited due ti its lower density. However, at any loca-
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tion away from the focus, ~B arrives long before the heat
wave. Even the energy transported by the supersonic
shock wave reach= y = 1 pm only after 103 ps, whereas
transport via regdar heat conduction tak- 106 pa. -This
shows that the magnetization proc~ induced by HB at
large distances and outside the hdo take place in unb
turbed material at ambient temperature.

We focus in this paper on the magnetization revers~
along z = O from A+B and B+C. First we note that
transition A+B is fuzzy whereas B+C is sharp. Sm~
domaim are identified in the transition A+B. The r~
versed domains retain their width but are separated by
increasingly wide nonreversed regions upon moving from
the midpoint of the reveal to larger distan-. At the
midpoint of the reversal, hdf of the domains are up and
hdf down. This occurs at z =0, y= 14 pm. We note
that the contom tine of constant magnetic field pub am-
pbtude HB = must. passing through that point d- not
foUow the observed shape of the reversal. The pointed
edge at z = 20 pm, y = O would require us = 8 pm
(instead of ~he actual u. = 3.5 pm). Increased tempera-

ture wMe HB is acting resdts in the outward shift of the
reversal because the magnetic anisotropy decre= with

increasing. .T,. We therefore cofine the interpretation to
the Lne z = O.

The magnetic anisotropy field GA is defined as the field
needed to saturate the sample in the hard plane. We
determined in separate experiment that HA = 1600+
10Q kA/m at room temperature. To rigorouly t-t the
rotation model, the Landau–Lifihitz equation [8] must
be solved which is beyond the scope of the pr-ent pa-
per. However, neglecting the damping term, =uming
pure spin moments, and a square field pti simptifie
the problem~eatly, and yields H; ~ HA for the ampli-

tude of the field ph inducing the reversal in the pr=ent
material in 6 psec. This is vtid for the midpoint of th~
reveal which ‘h determined by the con$ition that M
must prec= into+ the hard plane while HB lasts. mom
the hard plane, M can relax in due time into either one
of the two e=y directions.

The field strength at x = O, y = 14 pm satisfia this
condition within the pr-nt experimental uncertainty

(maidy given by the uncertainty of a.). Therefore, the
location of the reversal transition is consistent with the
rotation model. Additiond r~dts obtained with five dif-
ferent sampl= with thicknesses ranging horn 8 h 16 nm
and HA from 1360 to 1760 kA/m dl showed that the
midpoint of the reversrd occurs at HA S HB along z = 0.

Howev~r, the additiond r~dt going beyond the r~
tation model is that the reversal occurs over a width of
Ay = 4 pm. This leads to a relative spread of the switch-
ing field ofAH;/H; = Ay/y = +3070. ~his must be due

to locally variable angdar velocitie of M, which in tur~
leads to a situation at the end of the beam p~ where M

h= transcended the hard plane in some locations but not

in others. The subsequent relaxation of ~ into the near-
-t easy direction generate domains. The phenomenon
might be explained by fluctuations of the anisotropy due
to crystal defects. Yet because the duration of HB is of
the order of the phonon frequency=, fluctuations of the
anisotropy codd h be thermrdly excited. Further ex-
periments in which the temperature is varied may verify.
which of th~ two possib~ties is v~d. It is inter~ting
h note that the width of a magnetic domain wd is 100Q
t.ha sm~er than the width of the reversal induced by

HB.

The pattern generated by two consecutive electron
p& separated by 1s is shown in Fig. 2. It confirms the
above interpretation. The oenter region D is stiar to
the one of a side ph. Yet the thermomagnetic region
C must always be magnetized opposite to the surround-
ing material. We see that M- has indeed switched b
M+. In the inner part of region B, the magnetization
M+ is reversed again b the initial direction M- prior
to the fist pb. This is b expectid because a second
reversal merely produc= the initi~ stak. Yet the inter-
=ting fact is that a stripe having some domains of M+
is left. At z = O, the stripe is centered at y = +14 pm,
which is the midpoint where M+ /M- = 1 after the first
p@. During the second pk, both M+ and M- pre
c- again into the hard plane, from which they relax into
either M+ or M- with equal probabtity. Therefore, the
midpoint of the reversrd M+/M - = 1 must remain sta- -:
tionary as observed.

The second type of magnetic matirid was a ~PtCr al- -
loy developed for high-density in-plane magnetic record-
ing [9]. This material featur= an isotropic e~y plane
coinciding with the plane of the ti and a hard axis
perpendicdar h it. The coercivity is H= = 64 kA/m,
and the in-plane remanence is 87% of the saturation in-
dependent of the direction in which the external field is
applied within the Nm plane. A ti of 3&nm thickn=
was deposited directly onto a 25@pm-thick Si( 100) wafer
having no extra capping.

Fig. 3 shows such an in-plane sample that w= struck
by 30 wnsecutive electron pub at a rate of 1 P*
per second. The pictur= are taken with spin-polarized
scanning electron microswpy (spin-S EM) after the sur-
face had been cleaned by ~d sputtering. In spin-SEM,
low-energy sewndary electrons are excited by focusing a
primary ‘electron beam onti the surface of the sample.
Topographic contr~t r=dts from the intemity of the
sewndari=, whereas their spin polarization yields the
magnetization of the surface layers [10,11]. The upper
part of Fig. 3 is topographic and shows the location of
impact of the 50 &V electron beam and the sm~ extent
of its material damage. The lower picture displays the
direction of the secondary electron spin polarization, i.e.
the magnetization dwection in each location. The sam-
ple had been premagnetized along the line x = y prior.—
to exposure, with the x direction again parallel to the
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long axis of the P* induced structure. We see that
the boundari= of the magnetic pattirn generated by the
dectron puh are as large as 86 x 105 pmz. There are
two whorb in the z-direction ti5 pm apart. Studying
the magnetization generated by 1, 3, 10 and 30 P*, we
arrived at the foUow~ng mod~l explaining how an initial
@e of p between M and ~B decressea ~ymptoticdly
ti ~ +0 Wth each electron ph: When HB is switched

on, ~ pre~ around ~B, btiding up a perpen&cdar
mmponent ML. This in t~n generah a demagnetizing
field Hz = -(1/pO)M*. M now p~ around Hz as

we~, thereby t~ning in the direction of flB. After fiB is
switched off, M relaxes into the plane of the ti, which
reduces p except in the rare ~ where the pre~ion
@e is a mdtiple of m. Therefore, each dectron pk
+& to the circdar magnetization along the beam field
HB. This is in contrast b the perpendicdar sampl=,
where the even pti reverse what the odd pti have
generated.

This model d- not explain the two whorb. ~om the
experiments with the perpendicdar samples, we know
that thwe whorh are located just at the boundaries
where the material is heated to T z 300 0C. Because
the coercivity approach= O at 400 ‘C, we suspect that
the whorh are a thermomagnetic feature artilng in ~he
stray field of the circdar magnetization generated by HB.

-In conclusion, we have shown that the magnetization
M of thin magnetic strictures r=ponds to magnetic field
P* of 6 ps duration. The magnetic pattern imaged af-
ter- ~ long time can be understood by coherent rotation
of M while the beam field HB is switched on, and sub=
quent rel~ation into the near~t easy direction or plane.
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FIG. 1. Magnetic pattern generated by a zin~e dectron
P* in a perpen&dar hsPtr2 ~oy M. The z-b k
vertical. The be scan Ang z = O displays the polar Kerr
aignd obtaind in a widefield Kerr microscope. It is pr~
portiond h the component of the magnetization along the
normal of the ti. This interpretation of the signal is not
vrdid in the omter region where the mateti hsa melted or
even evaporated, and no longer exhibits perpenditi mag-
netization.

FIG. 2. Msgnetic pattern generated by two wnaecutive
eldron pk separated by 1 s. Otherwise same as Fig. 1.

—

FIG. 3. Magnetic pattern of GPtCr in-phe magnetic d- .
loy generated by 30 w~tive dwtron pk at a rate of --
1 pti/s. The data are taken by spin-SEM. Top: topogra-
phy; bottom: k-plane magnetization direction indicated by
arrows deduced from the images of both in-plane magnetizw
tion components. The magnetization component along the
page (direction z = -y) is indicated by the wlor map. The
sample has been premsgnetized along z = y. Since the re
manence is sm~er than the saturation magnetization some
sm~ domains are & visible in the region which was not
kfluenced by the electron p~. Scan ar- 148 pm x 148
pm. kttom: Topography.
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